
Well Being 52 
 
E1  vote for president 
Did you vote for president in the recent election? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF vote for president = Yes THEN 
|  
| E1a  when you voted 
| When did you vote? 
| 1 On election day 
| 2 Early or absentee voting 
|  
| IF when you voted = Early or absentee voting THEN 
| |  
| | E1b  date you voted 
| | To your best recollection, on what date did you vote? 
| | String 
| |  
| ENDIF 
|  
| IF random number to choose 2a or 2b = 1 THEN 
| |  
| | E2a  which candidate vote 
| | For which candidate did you vote? 
| | 1 John McCain 
| | 2 Barack Obama 
| | 3 Someone else 
| |  
| ELSE 
| |  
| | E2b  which candidate vote 
| | For which candidate did you vote? 
| | 1 Barack Obama 
| | 2 John McCain 
| | 3 Someone else 
| |  
| ENDIF 
|  
ENDIF 
 
E3_intro  percent chance intro 
The following questions ask you to think about the percent chance that something will happen in 
the future. The percent chance can be thought of as the number of chances out of 100. You 
can use any number between 0 and 100. For example, numbers like: 2 and 5 percent may be 
"almost no chance", 20 percent or so may mean "not much chance", a 45 or 55 percent chance 
may be a "pretty even chance", 80 percent or so may mean a "very good chance", and a 95 or 
98 percent chance may be "almost certain"  



 
E3  social security reform 
What do you think is the percent chance that, during the next four years of Barack Obama's 
presidency, a major Social Security reform will be passed into law, under which workers who pay 
Social Security taxes would pay taxes on all earnings? (Under current law, employees pay taxes 
on the first $102,000 of earnings in 2008.) 
Range: 0..100 
 
E4  health insurance reform 
What do you think is the percent chance that, during the next four years of Barack Obama's 
presidency, a major health insurance reform will be passed into law, under which all children 
who are United States citizens will have health care coverage? 
Range: 0..100 
 
CS_001  HOW PLEASANT INTERVIEW 
Could you tell us how interesting or uninteresting you found the questions in this interview? 
1 Very interesting 
2 Interesting 
3 Neither interesting nor uninteresting 
4 Uninteresting 
5 Very uninteresting 
 
CS_003  comments 
Do you have any other comments on the interview? Please type these in the box below. 
Memo 
 


